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Bound Copies:

Your dissertation will be bound in a black hardcover with gold stamping. One copy will be housed in the library with other Ed.D. dissertations for reference. One copy will be sent to you as a gift memorializing your hard work.

You are to provide Dr. Williamson with a minimum of two quality print copies on 20-lb or heavier paper that is non-recycled. All ink must be black including appendices, graphs and charts. Copies should be sent or delivered in document/literature boxes, one copy per box. (Please use the correct size box.)

If you desire additional copies you may purchase them at a cost of $30.00 each. Prepare these as described above for each copy being bound. A check, payable to ONU, must accompany this form covering the cost of additional copies. Additional copies will not be ordered without pre-payment. Additional copies will be shipped to you along with your gift copy.

Additional copies requested: _____ ___ (in addition to the two required)

Total cost of additional copies: $ ______________ ($30.00 per copy)

Address where bound your copy or copies should be mailed: (Please print)

Name Nicole Howell
Street P.O. Box 224
City Chicago Heights State IL  Zip 60412

* It is your responsibility to notify the Dissertation Coordinator if your address changes before you receive your bound copies.

Informed consent:

_____ I voluntarily consent to my dissertation being placed in library holdings for public use.

_____ I do not consent to my dissertation being placed in the library holdings for public use.
(If you do not consent, the Library will place the bound copy in University Archives.)

Signature __________________________ Date __________________

Digital Commons:

Dissertations that meet eligibility requirements, as determined by the university, may be uploaded to the Digital Commons for global online access. This provides you the opportunity to make a meaningful contribution to the body of knowledge and showcase the Ed.D. Program at Olivet Nazarene University. For this to occur, we need your consent.

Informed consent:

V I voluntarily consent to my dissertation being placed in the Digital Commons for public use.

_____ I do not consent to my dissertation being placed in the Digital Commons for public use.

Signature Nicole Howell Date 4/10/15

This form must be returned in hard-copy form with signatures and, if applicable, a check for additional copies of the dissertation. This form is due to Dr. Williamson when you submit your final copies for publication.